A new soft hand@ analysis for hierarchical CDMA cellular systems is presented. We first develop an analytical methodfor studying the interference in hierarchical C D M cellular systems. We then apply the obtained results to a soft handoflanalysis model to study the performance ofsojt handoff in hierarchical architectures. It is observed that dynamic handoff parameter assignment, where parameters are dynamically adjusted according to given interjerence conditions, offers a more eficient handoflmechanism than &xed handoflparameter assignment.
Introduction
Soft handoff has a special importance in CDMA cellular systems due to its close relationshp to power control. With power control, each MS (or BS) is disciphed to transmit just enough power to meet the target carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) level. However, in order for power control to work properly, the system must ensure that each MS is connected to the BS having the least path attenuation at all times; otherwise, a positive feedback problem can destabilize the entire system. Soft handoff ensures that each MS is served by the best BS a majority of the time, by allowing connections to multiple BSs with macroscopic selection diversity.
Hierarchical cellular architectures consisting of overlaid macrocells and underlaid microcells have been proposed [ 11- [3] . Such architectures are attractive since they can boost system capacity on a per need basis; macrocells can cover large areas with low traffic densities, whereas microcells can cover small areas with high traffic densities. When extending hierarchical system architectures to CDMA based systems, it is important to understand corre- This paper focuses on the reverse link performance of hierarchical CDMA cellular systems. Our analytical approach is divided into two main parts; interference analysis and handoff analysis. We introduce an interference analysis whose emphasis is on CIR performance and interference imbalance of hierarchical CDMA systems. The second part of the paper introduces a handoff analysis method similar to those proposed in [4, 51, where a moving MS is tracked to determine its soft handoff active set membership. The studies in [4, 51 are limited to single MS and are not accurate when the interference is taken into account. We develop a new soft handoff model to study the performance of soft handoff in the presence of interference. We accomplish this by augmenting a user tracking handoff model with the results obtained from our interference analysis. The paper also studies the effect of dynamic handoff parameter assignment where the handoff parameters are dynamically adjusted based on the given interference conditions. where di(r,O) is the distance between the MS and BS i , 01 is the path loss exponent and 10ct/lo is the shadowing component with log-normal distribution:
System Model and Analysis
where (T, is the shadow standard deviation. Therefore, Gi(r, e) also has log-normal distribution:
Interference Analysis
Our system model consists of three macrocells and single microcell embedded within the macrocell layer as shown in Fig. 1 . The macrocells and microcell both use omnidirectional BS antennas. The microcell location is specified by the distance, d,, , and angle, e),, with respect to BS 1.
Each macrocell is loaded with N MSs and the microcell is loaded with M MSs. The MSs are assumed to be uniformly distributed within each cell region. Let us assume that each MS is connected to the BS that provides the least attenuation link. Given the location of a MS, 7' and 6' in Cell 1, the probability that the MS is connected to BS i is
(4)
Therefore, the probability that a MS in Cell 1 is connected to BS 1: is where RM is the macrocell radius. Similarly, we can calculate P H~, P H~ and P H~~~, . , , for MSs located in different cells.
The total reverse link power signal that BS i receives is equal to the sum of contributions from MSs located in different cells:
where S i ( j ) is the signal contribution to BS i from MSs located in Cell j . Let -fi be the interference power ratio between BS i and the microcell. Assuming a uniform CIR requirement and perfect power control, the signal power that is received from a MS connected to BS i must satisfy ci = -yiC,& ; (7) where C, is the power-controlled received power level of a MS connected to the microcell, which is used as a reference. We now investigate the signal contributions from MSs in the same cell, but connected to different BSs. Let N i j be the number of MSs in Cell i connected to BS j :
We define Ni as a vector containing N i j :
Let us consider SI (1) 
Since N 1 j are binomial random variables with parameters P H~~, we can compute EIS1 (l)] by applying the chain rule of probability. Similarly, we can calculate the means and variances of S1 (2), SI (3) and SI (,U). Therefore,
. Subsequently, we can compute the characteristics of 12, 1, and 1,. We run our analysis in the following iterative steps:
2. Compute means and variances of 11, I,, 4 and IF.
Compute E[yi]
5. Goto
Step. 2.
We have experimentally verified that less than 15 iteration loops are needed to converge on the -/.
Soft Handoff Analysis
According to Gudmundson [ 61, log-normal shadowing can be modeled as a Gaussian white noise process that is filtered with a hst-order low pass filter:
where
Then the correlation function of shadowing becomes where E D and do are the correlation parameters. We now consider a MS traveling a certain path and study its active set membership. Let A(rb) be the active set membership at epoch n for the MS under consideration. Let Pl(7a) be the probability that BS 1, is in active set at epoch n: When A(n) contains more than two BSs, the MS connects to the BS in the set which will minimizes its transmit power, thereby limiting interference. This means that the BS selection within the set depends not only on the received pilot strengths, but also the interference conditions. Let R (~L ) be the BS in the active set that minimizes the MS transmit power. Since A(n) is constantly being updated, the selection of B ( n ) is based on the active set membership at epoch
A BS is added to a MS's active set when its path gain exceeds its add threshold, T a d d ( i ) . Therefore, the probability that it will be added to active set at epoch n is:
A BS is dropped from active set by using both absolute and relative thresholds. First, the associated path gain must fall below the absolute drop threshold, Tdrop(i). When it does, its gain is compared to the best path in active set, B(n). When the difference between the two exceeds the relative drop threshold, Trel(*;), the BS is dropped from the active set. Then, the probability that BS i is dropped from active set at instance IZ is:
The main purpose of soft handoff is to ensure that the MS is connected to the BS which minimizes its transmit power. Therefore, a handoff error occurs when B(n) is not the best available choice:
Another measure of soft handoff efficiency is the average number of BSs in active set at epoch IT,, A(n):
A smaller value of A(n) implies a lower handoff overhead for the system. Table 1 contains the results for varying macrocell load (A'), while Table 2 shows the results when the microcell load ( M ) is varied. It is observed that our analytical results do an excellent job of predicting the actual simulation results, for both E[CIR] and E[T~]. It is also seen that the accuracy of our analytical results improves as the interference discrepancy between the layers increases (smaller ri). As expected, increasing the system load ( N and M ) results in a decrease in system CIR performance since it causes the overall interference to increase. Since the microcell traffic density is higher than the macrocell traffic density by nature, the microcell experiences a higher level of interference than the macrocells. The yi indicate the degree of interference imbalance between the hierarchical layers, and the obtained results agree with our basic intuition; a larger microcell load causes the interference imbalance to worsen (smaller ri) while increasing macrocell load alleviates the imbalance (larger 7,'). We first examine a fixed handoff parameter assignment changing interference conditions. In fixed parameter assignment TRdd and Tdrap are determined by defining B,,f at an equal distance location and assigning a fade margin of 8 dB:
Soft Handoff Results
where the Values of Tadd and Tdrop are fixed regardless of using actual yi. The figure contains the error probability plots for three traveling paths, all starting from BS 1 as shown in Fig. 1 . It is observed that our analytical and simulation results are in good agreement with each other again. The figure also contains the error plot for a pilot strength only model and shows how it grossly underestimates the actual error probability when interference levels are not uniform. By integrating the interference results, our model gives a far more accurate performance analysis than the pilot strength only model.
Now we examine the performance of dynamic handoff
parameter assignment. In dynamic parameter assignment B,,f is not fixed, but is dynamically updated as a function of the yi to improve the performance. The concept is similar to that of "cell breathing" [7] where a heavily loaded cell shrinks its size to force handoff and reduce interference. In our case the object is to control the microcell handoffregion according to given interference condition to limit unnecessary overhead. It is accomplished by dehing Rrcf(i, p ) at the equilibrium point, d,, where where d,(i) is the distance between de and BS 1: . Fig. 3 shows the performance comparison between fixed and dynamic parameter assignments for path A with the microcell location at d, = 600 m and 6, = 7r/3. While dynamic assignment does not offer any significant gain in handoff error performance, it is observed to provide a more efficient handoff mechanism over fixed assignment by reducing A(n).
0-7803-6728-6/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE Fixed parameter assignment requires larger system overhead since it does not incorporate the system interference information into its handoff decisions. Dynamic parameter assignment dynamically adjusts the microcell handoff region so $at the system can prevent MSs from being prematurely subjected to soft handoff.
Conclusions
We have presented a new soft handoff analysis model for hierarchical CDMA systems. The model is constructed by first identifLing the interference performance in hierarchical system settings and applying the obtained results to a MS tracking handoff model to examine soft handoff performance measures such as handoff error probability and active set membership. It has been shown that our model is superior to received pilot strength only analysis in predicting the actual handoff error performance. It has also been observed that dynamic handoff parameter assignment,where handoff parameters are dynamically adjusted as the interference condition changes , yields a more efficient handoff mechanism than fixed handoff parameter assignment.
